In Situ Living Cell Protein Analysis by Single-Step Mass Spectrometry.
In situ living cell protein analysis would enable the structural identification and functional interrogation of intracellular proteins in native cellular environments. Previously, we have presented an in situ mass spectrometry (MS) strategy to identify protein and protein/metal ion complex with relatively small molecular weight ( Anal. Chem. 2016, 88, 10860-10866). However, it is still challenging to directly identify larger proteins and protein/ligand complexes in cell, due to numerous nonspecific bindings of ligands, solvents, and other cellular constituents. Here we present a versatile single-step mass spectrometric strategy, "in-cell" mass spectrometry ("in-cell" MS), for in situ protein identification and dynamic protein-ligand interaction monitoring directly from living cells. "In-cell" MS combined all-ion-fragmentation mode with our previous method; thus, on a high-resolution MS instrument, we can greatly improve the signal/noise ratio of the larger proteins and protein/ligand complexes. Meanwhile, we also achieved a much wider mass range for protein complex and detection of 17 proteins with molecular weight ranging from 4 to 44 kDa. In addition, "in-cell" MS could also monitor dynamic protein interactions in living cells. Calcium-regulated calmodulin-melittin interaction was tested to demonstrate the proof of concept. "In-cell" MS provides an alternative for in situ analysis of living cells, which might contribute to rapid protein analysis and quality control in biochemistry laboratories, protein engineering, and even protein industry.